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ABSTRACT 
Given rational matrix functions q,(X) = I,,, + C,(XI,r - A,))‘B, and \k,(X) = 
I,,, + C,(xl,,8 - A,)-‘B2 which are analytic and invertible on the unit circle, we 
characterize in terms of the operators A,, B,, C,, A,, B,, C, when there exists a single 
rational matrix function W(X) = I,, + C( XI, - A) ‘B such that WHz,’ = \kiHz,’ 
and WH:, = \k, Hz,. When this is the case, we give explicit formulae for A, B, C in 
terms of A i , B, , C, , A,, B, , C, . Applications include Wiener-Hopf factorization, J- 
inner-outer factorization, and coprime factorization. The results on I-inner-outer 
factorization have application to a model reduction problem for discrete time linear 
systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. If m = dimY, we identify 
m x m matrices as operators on Y. We let L”y be the space of norm 
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square-integrable Y-valued functions on the unit circle { X [[XI = l}. The 
space H; is the usual Hardy subspace of Lt, the subspace of functions which 
are radial limits of functions analytic on the unit disk 9 = ( h 1 )A I< 1 } ; H; 1 
denotes the orthogonal complement of HF in L$ and consists of boundary 
values of functions analytic on the exterior 9e = {A /JAI > l} of the unit disk 
with value 0 at co. The main result from [2], reduced here to the rational case 
for simplicity, can be stated as follows: if M” = \k,HF' and M = \k,H; for 
rational matrix functions q, and \k, with no poles or zeros on the unit circle, 
there exists a single matrix function 0 such that M" = OH;I and M = OH; 
if and only if the direct sum condition 
L2,=MXiM 
holds. This result was shown to have various applications to factorization; 
indeed, if ?TI, = I r and \k, = W, then W = 0.0 - ’ W is a canonical Wiener- 
Hopf factorization of W, while if q,(X) = W(h-‘)*P’ and *a(A) = W(A), 
then 0 is essentially the inner factor of W. Computation of the representor 0 
was shown to amount to a computation of a basis for the “wandering 
subspace” 3 := AM" n M, in imitation of Halmos’s original proof of the 
Beurling-Lax theorem [lo]. 
A different approach to factorization, motivated by the cascade connec- 
tion of systems, is taken in the book [6]. One assumes one has a realization 
W(A) = I, + C( hZ, - A) - ‘B for the rational matrix function W as the 
transfer function of a system; here dim X < 00 is the McMillan degree of W 
if one assumes that the realization is minimal. Then minimal factorizations of 
W are analyzed in terms of the geometry of certain invariant subspaces of the 
state operator A in the state space X; shift-invariant subspaces of L"y never 
appear. 
In this paper we synthesize these two points of view by showing how the 
shift-invariant subspaces WH; ' and WH; can be described explicitly from 
the objects in a state space realization W(A) = I, + C(XI, - A)-‘B for W, 
or equivalently, in terms of certain “spectral data” of W. This leads us to the 
notion of a canonical set of spectral data (c.s.s.d.) on 9 for W, a collection of 
operators {(C,, A,, ),(A,+, B, ), T} closely associated with realizations for 
W and for W-‘, from which the space M = WH; can be determined 
explicitly; conversely, a c.s.s.d. on 39 for W can be determined from 
knowledge of the subspace M = WH,. ' A similar connection is shown to 
exist between a so-called canonical set of spectral data on 9e for W, 
{(C_, A,_),(A,_, B_),f"}, and the subspace M'= WHCI. This is the 
direct analysis covered in Section 1. 
In Section 2 we solve_the inverse problem: given a collection of operators 
{(C+, A,+ ),(A,+, B, ), T}, determine when there is a rational matrix func- 
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tion W for which this set is a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W. The idea is simply to write 
down the subspace M C L:, which must be WH; if W is to be a solution of 
the inverse problem, determine what it means for M to be shift-invariant (i.e. 
XM c M), and then quote the Beurling-Lax theorem to deduce that indeed 
M = WHG for some function W; the shift invariance of M is equivalent to !? 
satisfying a Lyapunov equation. Then it is a simple matter to verify that the 
original data must be a c.s.s.d. on 9 for this W. A c.s.s.d. on 9, can be 
characterized in a similar way. 
In Section 3 we solve the more stringent inverse spectral problem: given 
two collections of operators {(C+,A,+),(A,+,B+),T} and {(C-, A,-), 
(A,_&),+}, h w en is the first a c.s.s.d. on 9 and the second a c.s.s.d. on 
Be for the same function W? Necessary conditions from the analysis in 
Section 2 are that T and ?’ satisfy the appropriate Lyapunov equations. This 
enables one to write down subspaces M" and M in L;; the problem is to 
produce a rational matrix function W such that M" = WHGl and M = WH;. 
One uses the invariant subspace theorem from [2] instead of the Beurling-Lax 
theorem: the extra condition required is that L; = M" i M. By direct 
computation this is shown to be equivalent to the invertibility of 
the operator 3 given by 
I 
- fx - f A,=iB_C+Aip-,’ 
j=l 
f Ai;'B+C_A,! ? 
j=l 
(The operators A,, and Apt have spectrum in 9, while A,_ and A, _ have 
spectrum in ge, so the infinite sums are convergent.) Moreover, one can 
borrow a formula from [9] which describes solutions of a related inverse 
spectral problem, to write down a realization for the desired function W(h). 
Indeed, in this way one can bypass the use of the theorem from [2] by 
checking directly that this formula provides the solution; there results a new 
“state space” proof of the main result of [2], at least for the rational case. 
In Section 4 we show how the problems of canonical Wiener-Hopf 
factorization, J-inner-outer factorization, and left or right coprime factoriza- 
tion of a given function W(X)= I, + C(XZ, - A)-lB can be set up as 
inverse spectral problems in the sense of Section 3. In particular the result on 
J-inner-outer factorization gives an alternative derivation of the main result of 
our earlier report [3] on model reduction for discrete time linear systems. 
In a paper parallel to this one [5], we obtained a local form for the results 
of this paper. There we give a local description of the subspaces M = WHZ 
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and MX = WHF’ from a knowledge of all the left zero chains for W(X) and 
right zero chains for W-‘(X) [or, by definition, right pole chains for W(h)], 
and solve inverse problems analogous to those in this paper. It is easy to see 
how to form a c.s.s.d. on 9 and ge for W from a knowledge of all the left 
zero and right pole chains of W, so a number of results from [5] can be 
derived by plugging into the results of this paper. Nevertheless we feel that 
[5] has its own special insights and that the explicit formulas there are better 
obtained by the self-contained direct local approach there. 
Finally we should mention that this paper has close connection with the 
paper [9]. Indeed, if {(C,, Ap+),(A,+, B+),T} is a c.s.s.d. on 9 and 
{(C-y A,_ ),(A,-, B- 1, f’> is a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W, then 
is a left pole pair for W-’ and 
is a right zero pair for W-l; these are the objects for the inverse spectral 
problem considered in [9]. Also, as mentioned above, the formula found there 
to describe the set of solutions of this inverse spectral problem suggested the 
explicit formula for the solution of ours. Our contribution here is to identify 
the extra piece of spectral information (i.e. ? and fX) required about W to 
determine the invariant subspaces M” = WH$‘l and M = WH;, and to show 
how various factorization problems can be set up as special instances of this 
more constrained inverse spectral problem. 
1. DIRECT ANALYSIS 
Let W(X) be a rational matrix valued function analytic and invertible on 
the unit circle { X 11X] = l} and at cc. The values W(h) of W we think of as 
operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space Y; thus Y = Cm for some m. 
Without loss of generality we assume that W(m) = I,. In that case W(X) 
admits a minimal realization 
W(h) = I, + C(XZ,/ AP) -%, X E p(A,)> 
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where A, : X, + X,, C: X, + Y, B: Y -+ X, are bounded linear operators 
such that 
Kercol(CAi)T=,, = (0), 0.2) 
Imrow( A$);=, = X,. (1.2’) 
Here dim X, < cc and is equal to the McMillan degree of W (see e.g. [6]). 
We assume that X, is also endowed with an inner product making it a 
Hilbert space. Whenever (C, AP) is a pair of operators sati_sfying (1.2) [i.e., 
(C, AP) is obseroable] for which there exists an operator B such that (1.1) 
and (1.2’) hold, we say that (C, AP) is a right pole pair for W. Right pole 
pairs are closely related to right zero chains (or equivalently right root 
functions) for the inverse function W(A)-’ (see [9]); this is the reason for the 
terminology right pole pair. The function W-‘(h) = W(X)- ’ is of the same 
type as W(X) and hence also has a realization 
W(h)-‘=I,-C(hZ,_- A,)-% (1.3) 
such that 
Imrow(A!B)y=, = Xt, (1.4) 
Kercol(CAi)T=O = (0). (1.4’) 
Indeed, one way to do this is to take X, = X,, C = C, A, = A, - BC, and 
B = I?. It is always the case that dim X, = dim X, = the McMillan degree of 
W. Whenever (A,, B) is a pair of-operators satisfying (1.4) [i.e., (A,, B) is 
controllable] such that there is a C for which (1.3) and (1.4’) hold, we say 
that (A,, B) is a left zero pair for W. Left zero pairs are closely connected 
with left zero chains (or left root functions) for the function W (see again [9]). 
Since both W(A) and W-‘(X) are analytic on the unit circle, by our 
observability and controllability assumptions necessarily both A, and A, 
have no spectrum on the unit circle whenever (C, A,,) is a right pole pair and 
(A,, B) is a left zero pair for W(X). 
Our aim in this section is to describe the spaces M := WH; and M” := 
WH;l as subspaces of L”y directly in terms of a given right pole pair (C, AP) 
and left zero pair (A,, B) for W. The description will actually be of their 
images under the discrete Fourier transform, Note that L”y has an orthogonal 
direct sum decomposition L, - ’ H;l@ H$ Any element of HZ has the form 
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f(X) = Ez=rfnXn-’ where col(f,):=r E 2;. Let 9+ : 23; --, Z”y be the identi- 
fication map 9?+ : f(X) + col(f,)r_‘,,. Similarly, an element g of ZZ$‘l has 
the form g(X) = CF=rg,A-“, where col(g,)r=‘,, E 1;. Let P_ : H;’ + Z”y be 
the identification map 9? : g(h) -+ col(g,)F= r. Then the map 9: E 
@% : L2 2: H 2 1 @H; + It@ l”y identifies L”y with the direct sum space 
12,0312,. &r g&l then is to describe 3M = 9(WH;) and %M” = 
3( WH; 1 ) explicitly in terms of a given right pole pair (C, A P) and left zero 
pair (A,, B) to the extent possible. By assumption neither At nor A, has 
spectrum on the unit circle. Let PP = (1/2mi)llh,=r(XZxp - A,))‘dh be the 
Riesz projection of A, for the piece of the spectrum of A, inside the unit 
disk 9= {hllhl<l}, and let Z’, = (1/27rri)jlh,=r(XZx_- A,))‘dh be the 
corresponding object for A,. Let us say that the pair (C,, Ap+) (where 
C+:XP++Y A,+:X,++X,+) is a right pole pair for W on 9 if 
X =ImP,, C+=CIImZ’,, and Ap+ = A, 1 Im Z’, for a right pole pair 
(;,+A,) for W. Similarly, we say that (A,+, B,) (where A,, : Xz+ + X2+, 
B+:Y+X,+) is a left zero pair for W on 9 if A,+=A.lImZ’; and 
B + = P,B for a left zero pair (A,, B) for W. It turns out that knowledge of a 
right pole pair (C,, Ap+) and left zero pair (A,,, B,) for Won 9 does not 
always completely determine the subspace M = WH;, but does give a lot of 
information; namely, knowledge of a right pole pair (C,, A,, + ) on 9 
specifies the subspace M, := PH;l M, and knowledge of a left zero pair 
(A,+, B + ) on 9 specifies the subspace M, := M n H;. The result is as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (C,, Apt ) is a right pole pair fbr the rational 
matrix function W on 9, and (A,+, B,) isa leftzeropairfor Won 9. Then 
ifM,=PH;I(WH~)andM,=WH~f?H~, wehave 
0.5) 
and 
.F+ M, = Kerrow( AZ;‘B+ )rC1. (1.6) 
Proof. Assume that C, = C IIm P,, Ap+ = A, Jim P,, A,, = A, IIm P_, 
B, = P,B, where (C, AP) is a right pole pair for W, (At, B) is a left zero pair 
for W, and P, and P, are the Riesz projections for A, and AZ respectively 
for the parts of the spectrum in 9. Let W(X) = CE= _ ,T,X” be the Laurent 
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expansion for W, valid for [XI= 1. Then we obtain from (1.1) 
CA,!-‘P,B, n= -1, -2 ,a**> 
Zr-CA,‘(Z-P,)#, n=O, 
-CA,:-‘(Z-P,)& n=1,2 ,..., 
(1.7) 
where we have set Ap+ := A,lImP, and A,_ := A,IIm(Z - P,). First we 
compute M, := PH;’ M and then M, := M n H& Choose f(X) = Crzp=,f,Xn-’ 
in H;. Then PH;’ Wf is given by 
(PtigLWf)(A) = 2 gjhiY 
j=l 
where 
gj= E CA'6'=-' P,& = f CA;;‘P,A”,- %fn. 
n=l n=l 
Then 
By our controllability assumption (1.2’) we see from (1.6) that 
This verifies (1.5). 
To compute M n Hg, we compute the Laurent series for W-‘(X) using 
(1.3). One gets 
W-‘(X) = E T,“X” for Ihl=l, 
n= -cc 
where 
T,“= Z,+cA;_!(Z-P,)B, 
i 
- &;;-l~z~, n=-1 -2 9 >**., 
n=O, (1.9) 
CA;:-‘(I - P,)B, n=1,2,..., 
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where we have set A,, := A, (Im P, and A,_ := A, IIm(I - P,). If g E M n 
Hg = WH: f~ Hf, then g and W-‘g are both in H;, and conversely. So 
suppo:e g(h) = ~~=ig,hj-i E H;. Then W-‘g E H; if and only if 
CT= ,CAi,- ‘A”,s’P,Bg, = 0, j = 1,2,. . . , i.e. if and only if 
0 = col(eA;-‘);=,. row(AZ;‘B+)n”_l.col(g,)nm_l. 
By the observability condition (1.4’) the identity (1.6) follows. n 
The reader should note that the subspace PH,I M described by (1.5) is 
finite dimensional, as well as H;e M, where M, is described by (1.6) since 
we are assuming that X,, and XP+ are finite dimensional. 
In order to describe the subspace WH; itself, we must know how M is 
determined by M, and M,. By general properties of linear spaces, one easily 
sees that there is a one-to-one correspondence between subspaces M c L”y 
with the associated subspaces M, = P,;I M and M, = M n H: specified and 
fixed on the one hand, and linear operators T from 9_ M, into l”,efl+ M, 
on the other. The correspondence is given by 
s-M= {feQTf+g):fMWp, g-++Mz}. (1.10) 
Let US now suppose that (C,, A,, ) is a right pole pair on 9 and 
(A =+, B + ) is a left zero pair on 9 for some known rational matrix function 
W, and let M = WH;. Then there must be an operator T: F_ M, - 1;~ 
9+ M, such that 9M is as in (1.10). Define the operator 2: X,, + X,, by 
(1.11) 
By the characterizations of 5 M, and %+ M, given by (1.5) and (1.6), 
we see that conversely, given T: X,, + Xt+, there is a unique T : 3C M, + 
Zt89+ M, such that (1.11) is satisfied; this knowledge of the triple 
((C+, A,+ )> (A,+, B+ ), T) completely specifies the subsFace M = WH;. For 
this reason we call any triple {(C,, Ap+),(A,+, B,), T} associated in this 
way with a rational matrix function W a canonical set of spectral data 
(c.s.s.d.) f?r W on 9. We will give a characterization of the “coupling 
operator” T which is more intrinsic to the function W(A) below (see Remark 
1.3). 
We summarize the analysis thus far as follows. The content beyond that 
of Theorem 1.1 is true just by definition. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Szlppose {(C+,A,+),(A,+,B+),?} is a c.s.s.d. for W 
on 9. Then M = WH$ is given by 
.FM= {f@(Tf+g):f034p, gE.F+M,}, 
where 
.%T+ M, = Kerrow( A”,;‘B+ ),“= 1, 
and T : 35 M, -+ 1 “y 8 F+ M, is the unique solution of 
REMARK 1.2. If (C,, A,,) is a right pole pair for a function W on 9, 
where C, : Xp+ + Y and Ap+ : Xp+ + X,,+, and if S,: XL+ + XP+ is a linear 
bijection, then it is easy to see that (C, S,, S, ‘AP+ S,) is also a right pole pair 
for Won 9. Similarly, if (A,+, B,) is a left zero pair for W on 9, where 
A : X,, -+ X,, and B, : Y + Xt+, and if S,: X,, + XL+ is a linear bijec- 
till, then (&A,+ S, ‘, S,B+ ) is also a left zero pair for W on 9, In fact any 
pair of pole pairs and zero pairs are r$ated in this way. It is useful to know 
how the associated coupling operator T for W transforms when one changes 
the pole pair and/or the zero pair in this way. !t is straightforward to verify 
that {(C, S,, S;‘A,+ S,),(S,A,+ SK’, S,B+), S,TS,} is a c.s.s.d. for W on 9 
whenever ((C,, Ap+ ):(A,+, B, ), T} is. 
We next compute T for a right pole pair and left zero pair for Won 9 of 
a special form. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose W(A) = I, + C(AZx - A)-‘B is a minimal real- 
ization for the rational matrix function W which is analytic and invertible on 
the unit circle. Set A” := A - BC, and let P and P” denote the Riesz 
projections for A and A’ for the parts of the spectrum inside 9. Then the 
triple {(C 1Im P, A (Im P), (A”(Im P”, P”B), Px 1Im P} is a c.s.s.d. for W 
on 9. 
Proof. By definition (C 1Im P, A 1Im P) is a right pole pair for W on 9, 
and we have already observed that W- ’ has the realization 
W-‘(h)=Zy-C(AZ,-A’)-‘B 
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and thus (A” (Im P”, P*B) is a left zero pair for W on 9. It remains to 
characterize the space M = WZZS morz explicitly in order to compute the 
associated pole-zero coupling operator T. 
Thus suppose f(h) =E~_rf,~““-’ E ZZ; and g(A) = W(X)f(A). Then 
g(A)=~~_P,,g,X-“+~~_P,,g;:Xn-‘, where g; for n>O is given by (1.8). 
Furthermore, for j > 0 
gf =k~ll;-k~='~l'j-kfk+T~~+ I? Tj-kfk 
k=l k=j+l 
= -;$;CAk-j-i(Z-P)Bfk+{ZY-CIA(Z-P)]-lB}fi 
m 
+ 1 CAk-j-1 PBfk 
k=j+l 
= - f: CA+‘(Z- P)Bf,+fj+ g CAk-j-‘PBf,. 
k=l k=j+l 
Hence 
row( A”‘-‘P”B)~‘l.col( gf )T’ l 
= - 2 f: Ax’-‘P”BCAk-j-‘(Z - f’)Bf, 
j-l k=l 
+ f AXi-‘P”Bfi+ 2 5 A”‘+PXBCAk-j-lPBfk. 
j=l j=l k=j+l 
Use BC = A - A” and interchange the order of summation to obtain that this 
equals 
$1 j$ p~#~k-i-l(z_ p)B - p”AxJm#-j(Z - p)B)f, f 
+ 5 ~xj~‘px~f; + E ‘i’ (pxA~J-~k-ipB _ pXAxAk-i-lpB)f, 
j=l k=2 j-l 
= - E PXAXkm’(Z - P)Bf, + 5 A”‘+P’Bf, 
k=l j=l 
+ kg2 ( PXAk- ‘PB - PXAXk-‘PB)f, 
=P” 
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Now this should equal 
= f 
i 
E Ak-‘PBfk . 
k=l i 
It follows that F = P” Jim P as claimed. 
REMARK 1.3. We can now identify the coupling operator ? associated 
with a given pole pair (C,, Ap+) and zero pair (A,+, B,) on 58 for a given 
function W(X). Assume C, = C IIm I’, and Ap+ = A, IImP, for a pole pair 
(C, AP) for W, where P, is the Riesz projection of A, for the unit disk 9, 
and similarly, A,, = A, Jim P, and B, = P,B for a zero pair (A,, B) for W, 
where P, is the Riesz projection for A,. Thus by definition 
W(h)=Iy+C(hZ-Ap)-% 
and 
If we compute W-’ directly from the above expression for W(h), we get 
W-‘@)=I,-C(hZ-A,+kp%. 
By the state space isomorphism theorem for minimal realizations (see e.g. 
[6]), there must be an invertible linear transformation S: X, + X, such that 
c=&, 
A, - ik = S-‘A,S, 
B=Sk 
If P” is the Riesz projection of A, - BC for 9, we have from the above 
that P,” = S- ‘P,S. From Theorem 1.3 we see that ((C,, A,, ), 
((A, - EC) [Im P”, P”B), P” IIm Pp : Im Pp + Im P”} is a c.s.s.d. for W on 
9. Now we use Remark 1.2 to perceive the effect of changing the zero pair 
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((A, - k) (Im Z”, P”8) to (A,+, B+). The c.s.s.d. is seen to be 
{(C+, Apt ),(Az+, B+ ), P,S IIm P,>. 
AU the above analysis can be done in a similar way for M” := WH; I. We 
define spaces M,” := M” n H;l and Mi = PH;M”. We say that (C_, A,- ) 
(where C_ : X,_ + Y, A,_ : X,_ -+ Xp_) is a right pole pair for W on 
TG@~ := {X ) IXI> l} if X,_ = Im(Z - P,), C_ = C IIm(Z - P,), and A,_ = 
A, (Im(Z - P,) for a right pole pair (C, AP) for W, where P,, is the Riesz 
projection for A, for 9. Similarly, (A,_, B_ ) (where A,- : X,_ - X,_, 
B_ : Y + X,_ ) is a left zero pair for W on LSe if X,_ = Im(Z - P,), A,_ = 
A IIm(Z - P,), and B_ = (I - P,)B for a left zero pair (A,, B) for W. The 
following analogue of Theorem 1.1 holds. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose (C_ , A,_ ) is a right pole pair for W on ~2~ and 
(A,_,B_)isaZej?zeropairfmWon~,.l%enifM~=PH&WH~’)and 
MC = WH:’ n H$“, we have 
.F+M,“=Imcol(C_A;f)T=, 
and 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
The space M” := WH;l then has the form 
.FM”= {(g+Txf)@f: f E.F+M;, gE.%M:} (1.14) 
for a uniquely determined T” : 9?+ Mi -+ 1;e.F M,“. This operator T” is in 
turn uniquely determined by the operator fx : X,_ + X,_ given by 
(1.15) 
Wesaythatthetriple{(C_,A,_),(A,_,B_),~”}associatedwithWinthis 
way is a canonical set of spectral data (c.s.s.d.) for Won Se. The analogue of 
Theorem 1.2 for LSe is the following. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose {(C_, Ap_),(A,_, B_),?“} is a c.s.s.d. for 
W on ge. Then M’= WHfL is given by .FM”= {(g+T*f)@f: f E 
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s+ M;, g E 9_ M,“}, Whew 
.9+M;=Imcol(C_A;i);=i, 
FM;=Kerrow(A;!B_);=i, 
and TX : F+ Mi + 1; @E Md i-s the unique solution of 
If S,: X,/_ + Xa_ and S,: X,_ + Xi_ are linear bijections and {(C_, 
;p_),(A,_,K),T } x isac.s.s.d.forWon9e whereA _:Xp_+Xp_ and 
:x,_ +x,_, then {(C-S,, S;‘A,_S,),(S,A,_S,_P’, S,B_), S,T”S,} is 
dither c.s.s.d. for W on ge, and any two c.s.s.d.‘s for W on ge are related 
in this way. 
Finally the analogue of Theorem 1.3 is as follows. 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose W(X) = I, + C(hZ, - A)-‘B is a minimal real- 
ization for the rational matrix function W which is analytic and invertible on 
the unit circle. Let A” := A - BC, P, and P” be as in Theorem 1.3. Then 
the triple {(C 1 Im(Z - P), A (Im(Z - P)), (A” 1 Im(Z - P”), (I - P”)B), 
(P” - I) JIm(Z - P)} is a c.s.s.d. for Won ge. 
In generalif (C_,A,_)is apolepair on 9, of the form C_ =CJIm(Z- 
P,), A,_ = A, IIm(Z - P,) for a pole pair (C, AP) for W, and (A,_, B_ ) is a 
zero pair on Qe of the form A,_ = A, IIm(Z - P,) and BP = (I - P,)B for a 
zero pair (A,, B) for W, then as in Remark 1.3 there is a similarity 
S: X, + X, such that 
c=&, 
A, - BC = S-‘A,S, 
B=!@. 
Then one easily sees, as in Remark 1.3, that a c.s.s.d. on 9e for W is given hy 
{(C, A,_ ),(A,-, B_ )p(pz - 1)s IWZ - P,>>. 
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2. INVERSE SPECTRAL PROBLEM ON 9 OR 9, 
In this section we consider the following inverse spectral problem. We are 
given bounded linear operato?_s C, : XP+ + Y, A,, : X,, -+ Xp+, A,, : 
X z+ + Xz+, B, : Y + Xz+, and T: X,, + X,, such that 
a(A,+)c%= {z~~z~<l}, e(Az+)c~~ 
Kercol( C, Ai;‘))P= 1 = (0), (2.1) 
Imrow(A~;‘B+)~=,=X,+. (2.2) 
Here all spaces are assumed to be finite dimensional. The question is whether 
there exists a rational matrix function W analytic and invertible on { [?I= 1) 
with values acting on Y such that the triple {(C,, Ap+),(A,+, B+),T} is a 
c.s.s.d. for W on 9. The result is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C, : X,, -+ Y, A,, : X,, + X,,+, AZ+ : X,, + 
X z+, B, : Y + xz+, and ri: xp+ + x,, be given such that (2.1) and (2.21 are 
satisfied and o(A,+)c 9, a(A,+)c 9. Then {(C,, A,+),(A,+, q+),T} is 
a c.s.s.d. on 53 for some rational matrix function W if and only if T satisfies 
the Lyapurwv equation 
A,+?- ?A,+ = - B+C+. (2.3) 
If W’ is another rational matrix function with the same c.s.s.d. on 9, then 
W’(X) = W(h)F(A), where F(X) is a rational matrix function which is 
analytic and invertible on the closed unit disk. 
Proof. If W and W’ are two rational matrix functions with the same 
c.s.s.d. on 9, then by Theorem 1.2 WH; = W’H$ or W-‘W/H; = H$ This 
forces F := W-‘W’ to be analytic and invertible on the closed unit disk. 
Thus the uniqueness statement follows easily. 
Now suppose that C,, A,,+, A,,, B +, and ? are given as above. We 
define subspaces M, c H;’ and M, c HG by 
and 
9+ M, = Kerrow( Ai;‘B+ )i”_l. 
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We then define the operator T : 3T M, + 2 c 8 ST+ M, by the equation (1.11): 
~=‘~~(A’t;‘B+)nm_~.T.col(C+Aip;‘)Sm=~, (2.4) 
and define the subspace M c L”y by (1.10): 
.FM= {f@(Tf+g):fm?Mp, gEF+M,}. (2.5) 
By Theorem 1.2, M = WH; if W is a solution of the inverse spectral 
problem. In particular, a necessary condition for such a W to exist is that M 
be invariant under the shift operator MA: f(A) -+ Xf(X) on L$. The follow- 
ing lemma characterizes when this is the case. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the spectral data set {(C+, Ap+),(A,+, B,),?} be 
given, and define the subspace M c Lt jknn this data set as above. Then M 
is invariant if and only if Equation (2.3) hoi&. 
Proof. If S = FM,F-’ is the shift operator on L”y represented on 
1 g@ l”y via the identification map 9, then 
Sl 0 s= s 
i 1 2 % ’ 
where S, is the backward unilateral shift on Zt, S, is the projection to the 
first coordinate, and S, is the forward unilateral shift. We write .FM in block 
matrix form as 
where T is determined from T by (2.1). Invariance of .FM under S means 
that for any f E FM, and g E .F+ M, there exists f’ E .F_ M, and g’ E 
F+ M, such that 
i.e., f’ = S, f and 
(SJ-TS,)f+S,f E.%Y+M,. 
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From the definition of M, one sees that this is equivalent to 
row(A!;‘B )” ( - ) - + j=i SsT I’si f- -row(A~;‘B+)~=rS~~. 
Since f E 9_ M,, we can write f = col(C+ Aid-,‘)T=“=, w with w E X,. Hence 
M is invariant if and only if for every w E X,, we have 
row( Ai;‘B+ )i”_ i S,I’col( C, Ai;’ )jm_ iw 
-row(A~;lB+)~~lZ’Sicol(C+Aj-l)? w P+ J=l 
+row(A!;‘B+)~~=,S,col(C+A~;‘)~=,~ =o. (2.6) 
By the definition of S, one easily sees that 
Check also that 
row( A/;lB+ ,;“= r S, = A,, row( A<;‘B )” + j=l 
and 
Combine these relations with the defining relation (2.1) for T to see that (2.6) 
is equivalent to (2.3). n 
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us now assume that 
Equation (2.3) holds, so M is invariant under M,. Since PH;l M = M, and 
H; 8 (M n H;) = Hte M, are both finite dimensional, it is not difficult to 
see that in fact M is full range simply invariant [i.e., U{ M;“M 1 n = 1,2,. . . } 
is dense in L”y and n~zp=,M~M = (0)]. Then by the Beurling-Lax theorem (see 
e.g. [ ll]), there is a matrix function W(A) on the unit circle such that 
M = WH,2; in fact there is a W with the additional property that W(A) is 
unitary for ]h / = 1. By the finitedimensionality of M, and H;e M,, any such 
unitary valued W is rational (see e.g. [2]). It remains to show that W is the 
solution of the inverse spectral problem. We remark that the unitary valued 
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W with WH; = M is analytic and invertible at cc if and only if both AD, 
and A,, are invertible. If this is not the case, we can use W’ = WF in place 
of W, where F is any rational matrix function analytic and invertible on the 
closed unit disk with a pole and/or zero at 03 designed to cancel out any 
zero and/or pole of W at co. By then multiplying W’ on the right by an 
invertible constant matrix we may assume that W ‘( co) = I,. Let us assume 
that all this has been done. Then W has a minimal realization W(A) = I, + 
C’(XZ,, - A’)-‘Z?’ for some C’: X’-+ Y, A’: X’ + X’, B’: Y + X’. Let 
(C:, A;,) be the right pole pair (C’lIm P’, A’lIm P’) for W on 9, and 
(A’,,, Z3: ) be the left zero pair (A’* 1Im P”, P”B’) for W on 9, where 
A’” := A’ - B’C’ and P’ and Plx are the appropriate Riesz projections. 
By the direct analysis (Theorem l.l), we know that 
Since each of col(C+ A{y’)Tso=, and col(C; A$; ‘)T=, is injective, there must 
be a bijective linear mapping S: XP+ 
col( C: A$; ‘) S, 
+ Im P’ such that col(C+ A$;i)T=i = 
i.e., C, A;:‘= C; A’/;‘S for j = 1,2,. . . . But then 
C+@Zxp+ - A,+)-‘=C:(XZ1,p> - A’,, ) - ‘S. From this one easily sees that 
(C,, Ap+) is indeed a right pole pair for Won 9. 
To see that (A,,, B, ) is a left zero pair for W on 9, note that by the 
direct analysis (Theorem 1.1) 
Since both row( Ai;‘B+ )T= i and row( A?‘;‘B; )T= i are surjective, there must 
be a linear bijection S’ : Im P’x + X,, such that 
row(Ai;‘B )” - + j_l-S’row(~~;‘B’_)Im_l, 
i.e., Ai;‘B+ =Sti?;‘B> for j=1,2 ,... . But then (AZ,=+- A,+)-‘B+ = 
S’(xZ - A’,+)-‘B;. This implies that (A,+, B,) is a left zero pair for W 
on 9. 
Finally, ? is the coupling operator for W on 9 going with this pole ant 
zero pair, since M = WH; and M is defined by (2.5) and (2.4). I 
An analogous characterization of c.s.s.d.‘s on ge holds. The proof i! 
completely analogous to that above for 9, so it will be omitted. 
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‘hEoREM 2.3. 
X 
ht c- : X,_ --j Y, A,_ : X,_ -+X,_, AZ_ : X,_ + 
=_, B_ : Y + X,_, and TX: X,_ + X,_ be given such that 
Imrow(A!_ B-)7=,, = X,_ (2.7a) 
and 
Kercol( C_ Al_ )T= 0 = (0) (2.7b) 
ad ~(A,_)cg~, ~(A,_)c~~. Then {(C_,A,~),(A,-,B~),~x} is a 
c.s.s.d. on 9e for some rational matrix function W if and only if 
A,_? - i--X_ = B-C_. (2.3) 
It is also possible to formulate a weaker inverse spectral problem on 9; 
namely, we are given operators C,, Ap+, A,+, and B, and are asked if 
there is a rational matrix function W such that (C,, A p + ) is a right pole pair 
on L@ for W and (A,+, B, ) is a left zero pair on Z@ for W; this is more in the 
spirit of the problem studied in [9]. If W is a solution of this problem, then a 
unique coupling operator ? on J?J exists for W corresponding to (C,, A p + ) 
and (A,+, B, ), given by (1.11) and (1.10) with M = WH;. Thus the question 
can be reformulated as iollows: given (C,, A,, ) and (A,+, B, ), when does 
there exist an operator T: Xp+ + X,, such that {(C+, Ap+),(A,+, B+),T} is 
a c.s.s.d. on 9 for some rational matrix function W. At the level of invariant 
subspaces, given a subspace M, c HGl and a subspace M, c H;, the 
problem is to construct an invariant subspace M such that M, = PH;I M and 
M, = H; n M. The analogous problem can be formulated for ge. The 
following result follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 combined 
with the above remarks. 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
(a) Suppose C, : Xp+ + Y, Ap+ : X,,, + X,,, A,, : X,, + X,,, and 
B: Y --+ X,, are given, where (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied, and u(A,+ ) c 9, 
a( Ap+ ) c 9. Then there exists a rational matrix junction W such that 
(C,, A,,+ ) is a right pole pair on 9 for Wand (A,,, B,+ ) is a left zero pair 
on 9 for W if and only if there exists a solution T: Xp+ + X,, of the 
Lyapunoe equation (2.3). Zf two solutions W and W’ are considered 
equivalent if W’ = WF, where F is analytic and invertible on the closed unit 
disk, then equ@alence classes of solutions are in one-to-one correspondence 
with solutions T of (2.3). 
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(b) Suppose C_ : X,_ -+Y, A,_ : X,_ + X,_, A,_ : X,_ + X,_ and 
B_ : Y + X,_ are given, where (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied and a( A,_ ) c ge, 
a(A,_ ) c ~2~. Then there exists a rational matrix function W such that 
(C_,A,_)isarightpoZepairon~9~ forWand(AzP,B_)isakjIzeropair 
on 9e for W if and only if there exists a solution f’: X,_ -+ X,_ of the 
Lyapunou equation (2.8). If two solutions W and W’ are considered 
equivalent if W’ = WF where F if analytic and invertible on 9e (including 
oo), then equivalence classes of solutions are in one-to-one correspondence 
with solutions TX of (2.8). 
3. INVERSE SPECTRAL PROBLEM ON C 
Combining the two inverse spectral problems of the previous section, we 
arrive at the following problem. Given are C_, Ap+, A,+, B,, T along with 
C_,A,_,A,-, B_ , T” acting on appropriate spaces. The question is 
whether there exists a rational matrix function W with W( cc) = I, such that 
{(C+> A,, ),(Az+r 6, ), f] is a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W and {(C_, Ap_),(A,_, 
B_ ), TX} is a c.s.s.d. on 9e for the same W. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 give a pair 
of necessary conditions [(2.3) and (2.8)]. It turns out that these alone are not 
sufficient. The result is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose C,, Ap+, A,,, B,, T along with C_ , A, _ , AZ_, 
B _ , ?“acting on appropriate spaces are given such that a( A,, ) U u( A,, ) c 
9, a( A,_ ) n u( A,_ ) c Be, and the observability and controllability condi- 
tions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.7) hold. Then there is a rational matrix function W 
with W(CO) = I, such that {(C,, Ar+),(A,+, B,),?} is a c.s.s.d. on 9 for 
Wand {(C-, A,_),(A,_, B-),T”} is a c.s.s.d. on SSe for the same W if 
and only if 
(i) TsatisfIes (2.3), 
(ii) TX satisfies (2.8), and 
(iii) the operator 3: X,_ i Xp+ + X,_ i X,, defined by 
1 
- fx - E A;jB_C+ A& 
$_= 
j=l 
f A;,‘B+C_ A,! 
(34 
? 
j=l / 
is invertible. Moreover, in this case the solution W with W(CO) = I, is 
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W(X) = I, + C(XZxP- AP) -?-‘B (3.2) 
with 
(3.3) 
Here X, := X,_ i Xp+, X, := X,_ 4 Xz+, C=(C_ C,), 
Proof. Assume ? satisfies (2.3), and construct the subspace M c L”y as 
in Theorem 2.1; then M is a full range simply invariant subspace of L”y of 
rational type. Assume ?’ satisfies (2.8), and construct the subspace M” c L”y 
as in Theorem 2.3 [using (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), and (1.15)]; then M” is full 
range and simply invariant for the shift (MA)- ‘, of rational type and regular 
at co. The problem is to produce a rational matrix function W with 
W(co) = I, such that M” = WHfI and M = WH$. By the main result in [2], 
this is possible if and only if the matching condition 
holds, or equivalently, if and only if 
3M + FM” = 12,c~l; (3.4) 
and 
gMf@=M”=(O). (3.5) 
To analyze these conditions, write elements fag of Z:GIZ; in column 
form Then we can write 
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and 
Let 9 denote the subspace Se%+ of Z~EBZ~, where 9_ = Z$8K M,” and 
9+ = 1; 09, M,. Then the orthogonal projection of 1 t @ 1: onto 9 can be 
written as 
P- 0 
P= 
i i 0 P,’ 
where P*:Zt+Cif* are the orthogonal projections. Introduce the operator 
.7: ST+ M;aW_ M, + 9_@9+ by 
Note that if 3 is as in (3.1), then 
,$_= 
-row(A;!B_)T=i 
0 row( AigB+ )T=i 
col(C_A,!);_, 0 
(3.6) 
0 col( C, A;J1),“= i ’ 
Also the first factor is a bijection from 9_@9+ onto X,_ i X,, and the last 
factor is a bijection from X,_ 4 XP+ onto .T_ M,” @.F+ M,. We conclude that 
L? is invertible if and only if Y is. Thus we need only show that (3.4) and 
(3.5) holding is equivalent to the invertibility of 7. 
We consider (3.4) first. From the form of .FM and 9M” we see that 
(3.4) holds if and only if PSM” + PFM = 9. Note that P.FM” collapses to 
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and that PFM collapses to 
From this it is clear that (3.4) is equivalent to the smjectivity of Y. 
and 
Next suppose that f+ i f_ E Ker Y. Thus f+ E 9?+ Mi, f- E 9I M,, 
P-(TXf++f_)=O, 
P+(f++Tf_)=o. 
(3.7) 
Thus g_ := T”f+ + f_ E 9C M,” and g, := f+ + Tf_ E S+ M,. Thus f- 
e(Tf_ -g+) E 9M. But from (3.7) we get f_ = g- - T”f+ and Tf_ -g+ 
= - f+,andthusontheotherhandthat f-@(Tf- -g+)=(g_ -T”F+)@ 
( - f+ ) E PM”. Thus if (3.5) holds, we get f_ = 0 and f+ = 0 and hence 
Ker Y = (0). 
Conversely suppose Ker Y = (0) and suppose h _ @h + E 9-M” n gM. 
Then there exist g_ E .9I M,“, f+ E 97+ Mp”, f- E .K M,, and g, E 9+ M, 
such that 
h-@h+=(g- +T”f+)@f+= f-@(Tf_ +g+). 
Thus 
g_ +T”f+= f-3 
f+=Tf- +g+. 
Apply P- to the first equation and P, to the second to get 
P_T”f+ = P-f-, 
P, f+=P+Tf_. 
From this we get that f + i - f _ is in KerK From the hypothesis KerY= (0) 
we get f+ = 0, f_ = 0. From this we see that hp CB h, = 0, so (3.5) holds. 
We have shown thai the inverse spectral problem of the theorem has a 
solution if and only if Y is invertible. If W’ and W are two solutions, then 
F = W’- ‘W would be analytic and invertible on all of 02 with F( co) = I,. 
Thus by Liouville’s theorem, F = I, and W’ = W. 
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It remains to show that W is given by (3.2) and (3.3). Define W by (3.2). 
The first order of business is to show that W- ’ is given by (3.3). From (3.2) 
we get 
A direct computation shows that .? satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
.+A, - A,$ = BC. (3.8) 
Thus 
.?A$-‘- BCctf-’ = A,, (3.9) 
and (3.3) follows. From (3.2) it is clear that (C,, A,,) and (C, Ap_) are 
right pole pairs for W on 9 and ge respectively, and from (3.3) it is clear 
that (A,+, B,) and (A,_,B_) are left zero pairs for W on 9 and ge 
respectively. Moreover, from (3.9) we see that the similarity S linking these ,+ 
zero and pole pairs as in Remark 1.3 is S = .7. Then by Remark 1.3 we see 
that the coupling operator for W associated with pole pair (C,, Ap+ ) and 
zero pair (A,,, B+)ongisgivenby 
P,Y]ImP,=(O Z)P]Im y . 
( 1 
By (3.1), this equals the preassigned operator ?‘. Similarly the coupling 
operator for W associated with pole pair (C_ , A p _ ) and zero pair (At _ , B ~ ) 
on ge by the discussion after Theorem 1.6 is given by 
(P,-Z).T]Im(Z-P,)=(O -Z),?]Im A . 
( 1 
By (3.1) again, this in turn equals the prescribed fx. Thus W defined by (3.2) 
and (3.3) is a solution of the inverse spectral problem as claimed. n 
REMARK. Note that the verification that W given by (3.2) solves the 
inverse spectral problem in Theorem 3.1 did not use the result from [2]. This 
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gives a different independent proof of the nontrivial direction of the main 
result from [2], at least for the rational case. 
We can formulate a weaker inverse spectral problem on C, as was done in 
Section 2 for the inverse problems on ~8 and ge. We are given operators 
C, A,, A,, J3 and ask when there is a rational matrix function W with 
W(m) = I, such that (C, AP) is a right pole pair for W and (A,, B) is a left 
zero pair. This is the problem considered in [9]. We obtain their result as a 
corollary of Theorem 3.1. Indeed this result suggested the formula for the 
solution of the inverse spectral problem in Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose (C, AP) is observable and (A,, B) is control- 
lable, where C:X,+Y, Ap:Xp+Xp,A,:Xz+X,, andB: Y-,X,. Then 
there is a rational matrix&n&ion W with W(m) = I, such that (C, AP) is a 
right pole pair and (A,, B) is a left zero pair for W if and only if there exists 
a solution .? of the Lyaputwv equution (3.8) 
YAP - A,.? = BC 
which is invertible. Solutions W of this inverse spectral problem are in 
one-to-one correspondence with invertible solutions 9 of (3.8) via Equations 
(3.2) and (3.3). 
Proof. It is no essential loss of generality to assume that A, and A, 
have no spectrum on the unit circle. Then via the Riesz projections we can 
represent X, as X,_ i X,, and X, as X,_ i Xt+, so that C, A,, A,, B 
have the form 
c=(c+ c), 
where u(A,_)uu(A,_)CB~ and u(A,+)UU(A,+)C~. Then the prob- 
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lem is to solve the two inverse spectral problems discussed in Corollary 2.4, 
but simultaneo@y with a single function W. Thus it is necessary that there 
exist solutions T and @ of (2.3) and (2.8). By Theorem 3.1, it is necessary and 
sufficient that, for some such choice of f and fx, the operator 3 defined by 
(3.1) is invertible, and solutions W are in on&o-one correspondence with 
such soluticn pairs (2, f’). It was observed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 
any such F is a solution of (3.8). Conversely, it is not hard to show that any 
solution .7 of (3.8) must have the form (3.1), where ?’ is a solution of (2.8) 
and ? is a solution of (2.3). The corollary follows. H 
4. APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Wim-Hopf Factorization 
Suppose we are given a rational matrix function W(X) analytic and 
invertible on the unit circle for which we know a minimal realization 
W(h) = I, + C(hZ, - A) -‘B. (4.1) 
We would like to know when W(h) admits a canonical Wiener-Hopf factor- 
ization with respect to the unit circle, i.e. a factorization of the form 
W(A) = W_(X)W+(X) (4.2) 
where W, (h ) is a rational function analytic and invertible on the closure 3 
of 9, and W_(X) is a rational function analytic and invertible on g= 
(including co). For such a factorization to exist, we must have 
W_H;=WH;, W_H;l =H;+ (4.3) 
Conversely, suppose there exists a rational matrix function W_ which satis- 
fies (4.3). Put W+(h) := W_(A)-‘W(A). It is easily verified that then 
W = W-W, is a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization. Now (4.3) can be read 
as an inverse spectral problem on Q= for the unknown function W_ . Indeed, 
the first condition says that a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W_ must be equal to a c.s.s.d. 
on 9 for the known function W; from the realization (4.1) we know that such 
a set of data is given by {(CIIm P, A (Im P),(A’(Im P*, P’B), P” (Im P}, 
where P is the Ftiesz projection for A and Px for AX := A - BC for spectrum 
in 9. The second condition in (4.3) means that a c.s.s.d. on 9e for W_ must 
be the same as c.s.s.d. on 9e for the constant identity function. It is easy to 
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see that a c.s.s.d. on 9a for I, is the trivial triple ((O,O), (O,O), 0} where the 
state spaces X,_ and X,_ involved are both the zero space (0). Using 
Theorem 3.1 we arrive at the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a canonical WienmHopf factorization of the 
f&n&ion 
W(X)=Z,+C(AZ,-A)-‘B 
if and only if the operator ?:= P” IIm P: Im P -j Im P’ is invertible. In this 
case the factorization is given by W(X) = W_(X)W+(X), where 
W_(X) = I, + CP(XZ - PAP) -I?-‘P”B, 
W+(X)=Z,+C(Z-P”)SI”-‘[XI-(I-P)A(Z-P)]-’(I-P)B, 
W_(h)-‘=Zy-CP?+I- P”A”P”)-‘P”B, 
HereS1”=(P-Z)IIm(Z-P”):Im(Z-P”)-+Im(Z-P). 
Proof. By the discussion preceding the theorem, the factorization exists 
if and only if there is a function W_ with c.s.s.d. equal to 
{(CIIm P, A (Im P),(A’(Im P”, PXB), P,” IIm P} on 9 and {(O,O), (O,O),O} 
on 9=. For this case the operator Y given by (3.1) collapses to T:= 
P” IIm P : Im P + Im P”. We conclude from Theorem 3.1 that such a W_ 
exists if and only if f is invertible. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) for this case then 
reduce to the formulas for W_ and WI’ in Theorem 4.1. To get the 
formulas for W, and W;‘, note that W, is determined by 
W;‘ff;I = W-‘H;i, W;‘H; = Hz Y' 
Thus W; ’ has trivial c.s.s.d. {(O,O), (O,O), O} on 9, and a c.s.s.d. on 9e 
equal to that of W-‘. From W(A)-’ = I, - C(hZ, - AX)-‘& use Theorem 
1.6 to deduce that a c.s.s.d. for W-r on 9e is given by 
{( -C(Im(Z-P’),A”IIm(Z-P)), 
(AIIm(Z-P),(Z-P)B),(P-Z)IIm(Z-P”)}. 
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The operator .F given by (3.1) in this case collapses to 
+:=(P-Z)IIm(Z-P”):Im(Z-P”)-+Im(Z-P). 
We know that 9 is invertible if and only if such a W;’ exists (by Theorem 
3.1), and by the first part of the proof this is the case if and only if 
?:= P” Jim P is invertible; in fact it is not difficult to show directly that S” is 
invertible if and only if ? is invertible. Granting this, we obtain the formulas 
for W;’ and W, = (W;‘)-’ as a direct specialization of (3.2) and (3.3) 
again. n 
REMARK. In [6] there was obtained the condition 
ImP iIm(Z - P”) = X 
as a criterion for the existence of a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization by 
purely state space methods. This condition is easily seen to be equivalent to 
the invertibility of P” 1 Im P : Im P + Im P”, the condition in Theorem 4.1. In 
[7] it was shown, by a completely different “matricial coupling” procedure 
that the operator P” IIm P is an “indicator” for the Toeplitz operator T,; 
this also implies that the invertibility of P” IIm P is equivalent to the 
existence of a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization. 
4.2. J-Inner-Outer Factorization 
Suppose we are given a rational matrix function W(X) analytic and 
invertible on the unit circle, at co, and at 0 for which we know a minimal 
realization 
W(A)=D+C(XZ,-A)-‘B (4.4) 
where D:Y*Y, C:X-+Y, A:X-+X and B:Y-+X. We are also given 
invertible self-adjoint operators J’ and J on Y which are congruent (i.e. J’ 
and J have the same number of positive eigenvalues and the same number of 
negative eigenvalues). The problem is to decide whether W(A) admits a 
factorization 
W(X) =O(A)F(A) (4.5) 
where 0 and F are rational matrix functions such that 
@*(x)]‘@(X) = J (4.6a) 
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F( X ) is analytic and invertible on g for all X . (4.6b) 
Here o*(h) := @(A-‘)*. As we shall indicate below, this problem has 
applications to the model reduction problem in systems theory (see [3]). 
Suppose now that such a factorization exists. From (4.5) and (4.6b) we 
see that 
OH; = WH;. 
Thus W determines a c.s.s.d. on 9 for 0. But also from (4.5) we get 
W*-i=@*-IF*-‘,where F*-1 is analytic and invertible on SSe; thus 
@* -1H;L =W* -1H;I 
From (4.6a), we get W1Jf-1@* -I = J-l, ~0 @* -I= J’@J-~. nus 
QH21 = ]l-lW* -1H;I Y 
In this way we see that we get a c.s.s.d. for 0 on ~2~ by computing one for 
the known function J’-‘W * -l. We can then solve for 0 (if one exists) by 
Theorem 3.1. It remains only to normalize the value @(co) so that (4.6a) 
holds. The result is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let there be given a rational matrix function 
W(A)=D+C(AI,-A)-% (4.7) 
analytic and invertible on the unit circle, at 0, and at 00 along with 
congruent invertible self-adjoint J and J’ on Y. Let P and P” be the Riesz 
projections for A and A” := A - BD-‘C for spectrum in 9. Then there exists 
a factorization W(h) = Q(A)F(A) such that 0 satisfies (4.6a) and F satisfies 
(4.6b) if and only if the operator 9: Im P’* 4 Im P -+ Im P * 4 Im P” given 
by 
y_= p* 
i 
- o*J’o 
~xJ/-l$p* 
i 
p” ’ (4.8) 
where 
0 = col(cAj-‘P);= 1 
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and 
V= row(PxAxj-lBD-l)~_“,l, 
is invertible. In this case any matrix function O(X) which is the left factor in 
such a factorization has the form 
O(X)=E+(C_ C+) 
@Z-A,_)-’ 0 
E 0 
where .? is given by (4.8), where 
C = II-‘D-‘*B*AW -1 (ImpW 
C+=C(ImP, 
A 
P- 
= A”* -l (Im px*, 
Ap+ = A IIm P, 
B_ = P*A* -k*]‘, 
B, = P’BD-‘, 
and where E is any operator on Y satisfying 
E*-‘JE-‘=J’-]‘(C_ C+) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W(X)D-’ is given by 
{(C (Imp, A IIm P), (A” IImP”, P’BD-‘), P’ IIm P}. Let us compute a 
c.s.s.d. on 9e for the function I’-lW+ -‘(h)D* := J’-‘W(i-‘)* -ID*. 
From W(A)D-’ = I, + C(AZ, - A)-‘BD-’ we see that 
DW-‘(A) = I, - C(hZ, - A”) -‘BD-’ 
where A” := A - BD-‘C. Thus 
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We compute 
(A-‘Z,-A”+)-‘= -hA”*-‘(AZx_A”*-’ 
_,,-2( :- 
’ 
= _/p-1 
XIX 
A”* -1) -la 
ThUS 
D* = [I,, + D-‘*B*A”* -1C*] 
+ D-‘*B*A”* -2 AZ,_ A”* -1 
( ) %*. 
Thus 
J’-‘W* -lD*r-‘J’ 
= 1, + J’-‘D-‘*B*A”* -1 AZ, _ A”* -1 ( ) -‘AX* -lC*r-‘J’ 
where r := I, + D-‘*B*A’* -‘CT*. From I? = W(O)* -‘D* we compute 
r-1 = [ W(O)D-11 * = Z, - D-~*B*A* -lc*. 
Thus 
A”* -lC*r-‘= A’* -+(Zr _ D* +*A*-‘C*) 
= AX* -l(Z, _ C*D* -‘B*A* -I),* 
= A”* -I(# _ C*D* -‘B*)A* -lC* = A* -‘C*. 
Thus we have the realization of I’-lW* -l(X)D*r-‘J’ given by 
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We also need to compute 
A” := A”+ -I_ (A* -lC+J’)(J’-‘D* -lB*A”* -1) 
=A*-‘[A*-C*D * -lB* A”* -I= A* -1. 1 
Note that the Riesz projection for A”* -I for spectrum in _?Pe is I’** and the 
one for A* - ’ for spectrum in se is P *. Then by Theorem 1.6, a c.s.s.d. on 
ge for I’-lW* -’ is given by 
{(J’- ID* -lB*A”* -‘JImP”*,A”* -l/Imp**), 
(A*-‘(ImP*,P*A*-‘C*J’), -P*(ImP”*}. 
If we plug these data into Theorem 3.1 and use the direct analysis of 
Theorem 1.2 and 1.5, we see that there is a rational matrix function O’(X) 
such that 
if and only if the operator 9 given by (4.8) is invertible. By the discussion 
preceding the theorem, we see that the invertibility of .? as given in (4.8) is 
a necessary condition for the existence of a factorization (4.5) with (4.6a) and 
(4.6b). 
Conversely, suppose 3 as in (4.8) is invertible, so there exists a 0’ 
satisfying (4.9) with @‘(co) = I,. Take the J’-orthogonal complement to both 
identities in (4.9) to get 
]‘-I@* -1H;l = J'-'W* -lH;I, 
J’ -lo,* - 1H; = Wff;_ 
By the uniqueness statement in Theorem 3.1, conclude that 0’ = J’ - $I’* - ‘j 
for some invertible constant matrix f Thus 
O’*(h)J’O’(X) = j (4.10) 
for all A. By choosing Ihl= 1, we see that i is congruent to J as well, and 
hence has a factorization 
f= E* -l~_i-1, 
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where E is a constant matrix. Then O(A) := O’(X)E satisfies 
OH; = WH& QH;I =]I-lw* -1H;I (4.11) 
and also (4.6a). But it is easy to see that (4.11) is equivalent to F := 0 - ‘W 
satisfying (4.6b). Then W = OF is the desired factorization. 
To compute 0, first use (3.2) with the data as described above to 
compute 0’. To compute E, plug X = 0 in (4.10) to get O’(co)*Z’O’(O) = J, 
i.e. Z’@(O) = J = E * -‘JE-l. This gives the formula for O(X) in the theorem. 
n 
REMARK 4.3. Theorem 4.2 can be applied to the model reduction 
problem for discrete time systems discussed in [3]. In this problem we are 
given a stable p x 9 matrix function G(A) = C(hZ, - A)-‘B where C is 
p x n, A is n x n, and B is n x 9, and a(A) c ~3. We are given a tolerance 
level u such that ul+ i(G) < u < al(G), where ai (l< j < n) are the 
Hankel singular values of G (see [3]*for details). The problem is to char- 
acterize all functions of the form G(h) + F(X), where G is_ rational of 
McMillan degree at most I and F EH$~, such that ]/G-G- Fll,<u 
[where ]]ZZ]], := sup{ ]]ZZ(X)]] I/Xl = l}]. It is known that there is a matrix 
function 
i 
fMv 42Gd 
Qo)= 8,,(A) /l,,(X) 1 
such that all possible error functions are characterized by 
G-C?-F=(BllH+81,)(B,lH+e22)-1, (4.12) 
where H is an arbitrary function in ZZFx4 with I] HI] m < 1. One of the main 
results from [l] is that the function 0 for this linear fractional map in (4.12) 
arises as any rational (p + 9) X (p + 9) matrix function 0 satisfying 
Q*(A 
and 
OH;+q = WH;,,, (4.14) 
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where 
One easily checks that the conditions 
W = OF (where F := O-‘W) being a 
with 
(4.13) and (4.14) are equivalent to 
factorization as in (4.4), (4.5) (4.6) 
J’= (i _12zq/ and J=( k _Ozq). 
Thus the matrix function 0 can be computed directly by applying Theorem 
4.2 to 
W(X) = Z,+q + ( 1 
; (XI, - A) -‘(O, B). 
The operator .? given by (4.8) in this case reduces to the following 2n x 2n 
matrix acting on C ‘? 
where k := CT=“=,Aj- ‘BB *A* j- ’ is the controllability gramian and 6 := 
~~~o=lA*i-‘c*cAi-’ is the observabeq gramian. Invertibility of L? is 
equivalent to invertibility of I, - a-‘QP, which is ~aranteed by the as- 
sumption that ul+ i(G) < u < a&G). Then the inverse 7-i can be computed 
explicitly as 
Y-l= A*Z 
i 
A*Zo 
U 32 z* 1 
,.,. 
where Z := (I, - u-~QP)-‘. The formula for 0 in Theorem 4.2 for this case 
reduces to 
where 
O(X) = O’(X)E 
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is given by 
8;,(X)=I,+u -2C(hI, - A) -‘&A* -lC*, 
e;,(A) =C(hZ, - A) -'Z*B, 
S&(X) = - (I -2B*A* -1(X1, - A* -1) -~zA* -ICV, 
e&J A) = I, - u -2B*A* -‘(XI, - A* -‘) - ‘z@, 
and E is any (p + 4) X ( p + q) matrix such that 
Z-Cl -2C’-‘fZA*-‘C* - CA-‘Z*B 
B*ZA*-‘C* 
,. 1 =E*-$ _‘&. 
- uP2Z, + B*ZQB 
These formulas agree with those found in [3], where the outer factor F was 
computed using methods from [6], and then 0 derived via 0 = WF-‘. 
The original result of this type for the model reduction problem was 
obtained by K. Glover [8] for a continuous time setting and for the more 
difficult case where al+,(G) = u. Th e analogue of the above result was 
obtained in [4] for the continuous time setting via the factorization approach. 
We hope to develop the inverse spectral theory approach of the present 
paper to a continuous time setting in a future publication. 
REMAN 4.4. If J= J’ = I, in Theorem 4.2 it is known (as a conse- 
quence of the Beurling-Lax theorem for txample) that the factorization 
(4.5)-(4.6) of W exists. Thus the operator F given by (4.8) is automatically 
invertible if J’ =AZr. To see this directly, use the identity (3.6) to see that the 
invertibility of .? is equivalent to the invertibility of the operator Fassoci- 
ated with the invariant subspaces M and M” := M I. Check that in this case 
Fcollapses to an operator of the form 
which is easily seen to be invertible. 
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4.3. Coprime Factorization 
As our last application we consider the problem of computing a left 
coprime factorization W(h) = D; ‘(X)N,( X) for a known rational matrix 
function W(X). Here we demand that both DL(X) and N,(A) be in IvIJ$(~) 
and that they have no nontrivial common left factor in Hg(r,. Equivalently, 
DL(X) and NL(X) are in II&r) and there exist matrix functions X,(A) and 
YL(X) in &2(r) such that the Bezout identity 
is satisfied. 
Suppose W(h) = DE ‘(X)N,(X) is a left coprime factorization. 
From the “no common left factor” criterion, it is not difficult to see that then 
DL ‘H; = PHz 1 y (WH;)@H;, (4.15) 
and conversely, if (4.15) holds, then W = DL ‘DLW is a left coprime factor- 
ization. Then a c.s.s.d._ on 9 for DL~ is {(C,, Apt), (O,O), 0} if 
{(C+> A,,+ )>(A,+, B, )> T) is a c.s.s.d. on 9 for W. As a matter of normal- 
ization we also demand that 
DilH;l =(D;lH;) I. (4.16) 
From this one can determine a c.s.s.d. on 9, for DL ’ and then solve for DL ’ 
(and hence also for DL) by using Theorem 3.1. One can then determine Nt 
by NL = DLW. The result is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that we are given a rational matrix function 
W(X) = I, + C(XZ, - A) -‘B 
which is analytic and invertible on the unit circle and at 0, and assume this 
realization is minimal. Let P be the Riesz projection for A corresponding to 
spectrum in 9. Then we have the left coprime factorization 
W(X) = D,(h) -lN#)> 
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D,(h) = I, + Co-‘(hZlmp. - A* -‘P*) -'A* -'P*C*, 
D=(h) -‘= I, - C(AZ,,, - AP) -‘&lA* -‘P*C*, 
NL(~)-l=Zy-C(XZX-AX)-l(P~-lA*-lP*C*+B), 
and 
where 
%(A) = 1, + C(~LP*i’m(l-p) - A) -$, 
A= A*-‘P* 
i 
A* -lP*C*C(Z- P) 
- 
0 1 A(Z-P) ’ 
_B= 
A*-‘P*C*+QPB 
! (I-P)B ’ 
c=(cpP* C(Z-P)) 
and 6 is defined by 
Q= f P*A*j-‘C*CAj-‘p:Imp_,Imp*. 
j=l 
(4.17) 
Proof. Consider the left coprime factorization W(X) = D,(h) _ ‘NL( h). 
From (4.15) and Theorem 1.3 we see that {(C ]Im P, A Jim P), (O,O), 0} is a 
c.s.s.d. on 9 for DE ’ and g( DL ‘Hc) = Imcol(CAj- ‘P)T= ,$& Thus 
“( D,‘H;) 1 = Kerrow(P*A*j-‘C*)F= i@ (0). 
From (4.16) and using Theorem 1.5, we read off that a c.s.s.d. on SBe for DL ’ 
is {(@Oh (A *-lJImP*,A*-lP*C* ), O}. We now apply Theorem 3.1 to 
this collection of data. The operator .? given by (3.1) in this case collapses to 
- 6, where 6: Im P + Im P * is the “observability gramian” given by 
(4.17). By hypothesis (C, A) is observable, so 6 is invertible. If we apply the 
formulas (3.3) and (3.2) as in Theorem 3.1 for this inverse spectral problem 
for DL ‘, we get the formulas for D, and DL ‘. 
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Next, we compute NL from NL = DLW. By cascade connection of the 
realizations for D, and W we obtain 
N,(X)=Z,+(C&’ CP C(Z-P)) 
A* -‘P*C+CP A* +P*C*C(Z - P) 
AP 
0 A(Zy P) 
X 
= Z + CQ-‘P*(A _ A* -lP*) -‘A* -lP*C* 
+ C&‘P*(X -A* -lP*)A* -lP*C*CP(X - AP) -‘PB 
+ C@‘P*(A _ A* -lP*) -‘A* -‘P*C*C 
x(Z-P)[A-A(Z-P)] -‘(I-P)B 
II 
-1 
+ CP(X - AP) -‘PB + C(Z - P)[X - A(Z - P)] -‘(I - P)B. 
Consider the two terms c:ntaining {A - AP)-‘. Using the fact that 6 solves 
the Lyapunov equation Q - P *A*QAP = P*C *CP, we obtain that the sum 
of those two terms equals 
C~-lP*(h-A*-‘P*)-‘A*-‘(@A*P*~AP)(h-AP)-’PB 
+CP(X-AP)-‘PB 
CCC-‘P*(A-A*-‘P*)-‘(A*-‘P*-QAPO-1) 
x(X - oAP&') -‘oPB 
+ CP( h - AP) - ‘PB. 
Using the cesolvent identity, one sees that this equals Co- ‘P *(h - 
A* -‘P*)-‘QPB. A simple grouping together of terms provides the formula 
for NL(X). 
From the formula for NL(X), we have 
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Writing out 4 - BC one obtains --, 
_A*-lP*C*C&lP*-gPBC&‘P* - oPBC(I - P) 
- (I - P)BCP@‘P* (I-P)A*(I-P) 
Using again P*C*CP = 6 - P*A*oAP, this equals 
oPA”Po - l QPA”(Z - P) 
(I-P)A’P@’ (I-P)A”(Z-P) 
where*“=*-BCandT:X+ImP*iIm(Z-P)isgivenby 
Then 
A’,(X)-‘=I,-CT(X-A”)-‘T-‘B 
= 1, - C(X - A”) p’(P&lA* -‘P*C* + B). n 
The next lemma will be useful in the determination of formulas for the 
functions X,(h) and Y,(h) which appear in the Bezout identity. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A : X + X, B : Y + X, and suppose (A, B) is controlla- 
ble. Let P be the Riesz projection of A corresponding to spectrum in 9. Then 
there exists a matrix K : X + Y such that the following properties hold: 
(i) KP = K, 
(ii) (I - P)BK = 0, 
(iii) the spectrum of A - BK lies in C?‘,. 
Proof. Since (PAP, PB) is controllable, there is a k : Im P + Y such that 
the spectrum of PAP - PSI? lies in 2,. We can view z = kP as an operator 
mapping X + Y, so (i) and (iii) hold. Now decompose 
Y=B-‘ImPI,,,, /KerB/B-‘Im(Z-P)IKerB, 
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and write with respect to this decomposition I?x = K,x + K,x + K,r. Then 
BZ?x = BK,x + BK,x, and PBl?r = BKI+x, (I - P)Bl?x = BK,x. Since with 
respect to the decomposition X = Im P + Im( I - P) we have 
A-BZ?= 
PAP - PBI? 
(P-Z)BxP A(ZoP) 
PAP - BK, 
- BK, 
it is clear that the spectrum of A - BK, where Kx = K,x, lies in ~2~. So by 
taking K = K, we obtain the lemma. n 
We now give formulas for the functions X,(X) and Y,(h) appearing in 
the Bezout identity. The existence of a matrix K as in Lemma 4.6 will be 
used. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K be any matrix such that KP = K, (I - P)BK = 0, 
and A - BK has all its spectrum lying in ge. Put 
X,(A) = - K(X - AP + BK) -‘&‘A* -IC*, 
Then 
~L(vxL(u+ ~LGWLO) = 1. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.5 we obtain 
PL %,)=(I z)+(cQ-‘p* C(Z-P)) 
A* -‘P*C*C(Z - P) -’ 
A(Z- P) 
A* -‘P*C* + OPB 
(I-P)B 
Also we can write 
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Multiplying out, we get 
-Cp(&AP+BK)-‘&‘A*-‘C* 
- (CA-‘P*c(z- P)) A - 
[ i 
A* -lp* A+ -lp*C*C(Z _ p) -I 
0 A(Z - P) )I 
oPBK+A*-'P*C*CP 
(I-P)BK 
(h-AP+BK) -lo-lA* -'C*. 
Since (I - P ) BK = 0 the last term equals 
-Ce-'P*(X-A*-'P*)-'@PBK+A*-'P*C*CP) 
x(A-AP+BK)-'o-'A*-'C*. 
Again using the Lyapunov equation 6 - P *A*oAP = P *C VP, we have that 
this is equal to 
-C&'P*(X-A*-'P*)-'[A*-'@Q(AP-BK)] 
x(A-AP+BK)-'&'A*-'C* 
= -Co-'P*(&A*-'P*)-'[A*-lo(AP-BK)Q-'] 
x(h-&AP-BK)&')A*-'C*. 
Using the resolvent identity, one readily sees that 
(NL DL) p =I. 
i i L 
Moreover it is clear that X,(X) and Y,(X) both are in ZIZF$,,,. 
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The analysis for right coprime factorizations W(A) = N,(X)D, ‘(X) is 
analogous. Here one demands that Ns(X) and DR(X) in Hg(,, have no 
common nontrivial right factor, or equivalently Ns and D, in H$?(r) are 
such that there exists a solution pair X,(h), Y,(h) in Hz(,, of the Bezout 
identity 
If W(A) = N,(X)D,‘(X) is a right coprime factorization, then 
N,H; = WH; n H;, (4.18) 
and conversely. As a normalization we also impose 
N,H;’ = ( N,H;) * . (4.19) 
Then we may solve for Ns as’ an application of Theorem 3.1, after which we 
find D, from D, = W-‘N,. Also, we can provide formulas for the functions 
X, and Ys. The result is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose we are given a rational matrix function 
W(A)=Z,+C(XZ,-A)-‘B, 
which is analytic and invertible on the unit circle and at 0, and assume this 
realization is minimal. Let P” be the Riesz projection for A” = A - BC 
corresponding to spectrum in 9. Then we have the right coprime factorization 
W(X) =%(A)%(X), 
where 
NH(X) = I, + B*Px*AX* -‘(XI- A”* -‘Px*) -‘p-‘P”B, 
D&-‘=Zy+(C-B*PX*Ax*-‘k’P’)(h-A)-’B, 
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and 
D,(h) = I, + E(h - Al) 3, 
where 
(Z-PX)BB*PX*AX*-l 
AX* -1 Px* 
i’=( -C(Z-P”) -Cp+B*P”*A’*-‘), 
and P: Im P’* + Im P” is defined by 
@ = E PXAXj-‘BB*AW-‘pr*. 
j=l 
(4.20) 
Further, if F is any matrix with P”F = F, FC(Z - P”) = 0 and such that 
the spectrum of A”P” + FCP” lies in LS~, then we can take 
X,(h)=Z-B P A * X* x*-l~-‘(&AXPLFC)-l(PXB-F), 
Y,(A) = - B*P”*A”* -‘f-‘(h- A”P”- FC) -‘F. 
Proof. If W(A) = N,(h)D,(A)-’ is a right coprime factorization of W, 
then by (4.18) and Theorem 1.3 we see that {(O,O),(A”IIm P”, P”B),O} is a 
c.s.s.d. on 9 for N,. Using (4.19) we get that 
{(B*A’*-‘ IIm P**, A”* -y[Irn P”*),(O,O),O} is a c.s.s.d. on ge for NR. With 
these data-the operator Y given by (3.1) collapses to the “controllability 
gramian” P: Im Pr* -+ Im P” given by (4.20). By the hypothesis that (A, B) 
is controllable, we see that P is invertible. Finally when we apply (3.2) and 
(3.3) to this inverse spectral problem for NE, we get the formulas for NA and 
Nk? 
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Next we compute D, = W-IN, by a cascade connection of the reahza- 
tions for W- ’ and NR. One obtains 
DR(X) =W(X)-‘N,(h) 
=z+( -CP” - C(Z - P”) B*P”*A”* -I) 
0 p”BB*p”*AX* -1 
-1 
Ax(z - px) (I - P=)BB*P~*A** -l 
’ \o L 0 A** -lpX* 
X 
=Z-CP”(A-A=P”)-‘P”B-C(Z-P”)[A-A”(Z-P”)] -‘(I-P”)B 
+ B*pX*AX* -‘(A _ AX* -lpX*) -‘$-‘p”B 
_ Cp”(X _ AXP”) -‘p”BB*p”*A”* -‘(A _ A”* -IpX*) -‘p-‘p”B 
x BB*p”*A’* -‘(A _ A”* -lpr*) -‘p-‘p”B. 
Take together the terms involving (X - A’P”)-‘, use the fact that P”BB*P”* 
= p _ p”A”pA”*p”* in the double product involving (X - AXP”)- ‘, and use 
the_resolvept identity as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 to obtain that DR( A) = Z 
+ C( h - A) - ‘B as desired. The computation of D,(h) - ’ involves noting 
that 
a-Be= 
Z Im(I-P') 
0 
Po)A( zrm;-p” a). 
Using this and DR( X)- ’ = I - t?(:<x - x + fit)- ‘8 yields the formula for 
D&i-‘. 
The existence of an operator F: Y + X such that P”F = F, FC(Z - P”) = 
0, and the spectrum of AxPx + FCP” lies in 9e is proved analogously to 
Lemma 4.6. 
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To show that the Bezout identity holds with X, and YR as in the 
theorem, write 
(I-P")BB*P"*A"*-' -’ 
AX* - lpX* 
and likewise 
Multiplying out, we get 
= z _ B*P”*A% -‘p-l@ - A”P” - Fc) - ‘P”B 
+ B+P”*A”*-‘(A _ A”* -+*) -‘p-‘P”B 
_ B*P”*A”+ -‘p-‘(A _ A”p” _ Fc) -’ 
x (p”~~*p**p* -l_ &)(A _ Ax* -lp”*) -lp-lpxB. 
Using P”BB *P * = P - PxAxFAx*Px* in the last term gives that this term 
equals 
B*P”A”*-‘~-‘(X_A=P”-FC)-‘~[A”*-‘-~-’(P”A”+FC)~] 
x(X-A”*-‘P”*)-‘~-‘P”B 
= B*P”*A”* -‘(A _ AX* -1pW) -‘@-‘P”B _ B*P’*Ax* -‘$-l 
x (X - A”P” - FC) - ‘P’B. 
The last identity follows from the resolvent identity. This gives the desired 
result. n 
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In [ 131 coprime factorization and the Bezout identity elements are used to 
parameterize all stabilizing controllers for W(s). Theorems 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8 
;?low one to express this parameterization in terms of the operators A, B, C, 
P, Q, K, and F. 
For another approach to coprime factorization, giving formulas for all the 
functions involved in state space terms, see [12]. Indeed, our formulas for the 
Bezout identity elements were inspired by their results. 
Note added in proof: A form of our Theorem 4.1 in the context of 
Wiener-Hopf integral operators appears in the article “An indicator for 
Wiener-Hopf integral equations with invertible analytic symbol” (Integral 
Equations Operutor Theory 6:1-20 (1983)) by H. Bar-t and L. G. Kroon. 
There the inverse of the Wiener-Hopf integral operator is given explicitly in 
terms of (P *IImp)-’ by a method that bypasses factorization. 
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